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ABSTRACT Many individuals have miserable work lives, in which they must toil away at mind-numbing yet exhausting tasks for hours on end, being ordered about by their superiors, perhaps with few guarantees that this source of income will persist for very long. However, this is only half of the story: what is centrally important is that many of those who endure these conditions are denied a fair wage in return for the burdens that they bear. In this article, I reflect on the significance of this fact in order to argue for the evaporation thesis. This thesis holds that individuals’ claims to particular employment-related protections from their government disappear as their earnings increase. In the course of defending this position, I explore the moral difference an employee’s wage offer makes to the work conditions that we can expect her to accept, including why there are limits to the role that cash can play here.

You see, no labor is really menial unless you’re not getting adequate wages. People are always talking about menial labor. But if you’re getting a good wage … that isn’t menial labor. What makes it menial is the income, the wages.

Martin Luther King

1. Introduction

Many individuals have miserable work lives, in which they must toil away at mind-numbing yet exhausting tasks for hours on end, being ordered about by their superiors, perhaps with few guarantees that this source of income will persist for very long. In diagnosing what is troubling about this, it is common to highlight a plurality of trends in contemporary labour markets: persistently long work hours, such that it is usual for many employees to work in excess of 50 hours each week; high levels of insecurity, as large numbers of individuals sign temporary contracts to provide their services on call; the fact that many workers are condemned to carry out mundane and repetitive work with few opportunities for originality or creative expression; and employees’ vulnerability to domination by their employers, whereby staff are routinely and unreciprocally ordered about by superiors, with little recourse to protest these decisions.

In the light of these and other such trends, there is an emerging literature that calls on governments to advance workers’ interests by expanding the set of employment-related (legal) rights that they possess. Among other things, this might include the enhanced use of working-time policies; regulations to ensure individuals’ access to stable, long-term employment contracts; and measures to eliminate or reduce workplace domination by
providing staff with meaningful opportunities to participate in the management of the firm for which they work. Part of what unites defences of these regulations is a general commitment to improving the quality of individuals’ working lives.

Crucially, though, it is imperative that we consider a further issue, often neglected or at least rarely made explicit: should governments expand the employment-related rights of all workers, or should it operate more selectively, focusing on only a subset of workers, such as low-earners? My main aim in this article is to make progress with answering this question by defending the distinctive thesis that workers’ claims to employment-related protections from their government disappear as their earnings increase. The implication of this claim is that low-earners should enjoy a more expansive set of employment-related rights than middle-earners, and that middle-earners should enjoy a more expansive set of employment-related rights than high-earners.

More controversially, what I hope to establish is that there is a defeasible presumption in favour of this view applying to all such rights, thus yielding prima facie reasons to maintain that all employment-related legal entitlements should evaporate as employees climb the income distribution. Among other things, this includes employee rights to protection from working-time directives, to holiday pay, to freedom in one’s private life (including to retain control of one’s social media, for example), to due notice when schedules are changed, and against sudden dismissal. To be clear, I mention this list of rights for purely illustrative purposes, to clarify the kinds of claims that I have in mind. The reason that it is not possible to catalogue these legal entitlements exhaustively is because the full range of protections that workers should enjoy will vary from context to context, depending on the attitudes of the individuals in those societies and background conditions that are in place (including whether there is a national health service that is free to everyone at the point of use, for example).

It bears emphasizing that, being only a presumption, this view is consistent with the result that some legal entitlements should not exhibit the character that I have described, and so we should extend these to the highest-earners as well. Nonetheless, one important consequence of such a presumption is that it places the burden of proof on those who wish to insist that all workers should enjoy some specified legal entitlement, irrespective of their pay. In other words, what I am suggesting is that our starting position should be that low-earners should enjoy more extensive protections against, say, having their work schedules determined at the last minute than high-earners, but that we should remain open to the possibility of revising these verdicts if compelling arguments to the contrary are forthcoming. I say much more about this complication in Section 4.

My claim differs from the more familiar idea that we have merely less reason to care about the fate of high-earners in comparison with that of low-earners. Rather, my view is that, when it comes to the design of labour market regulations and employment law, governments have principled reasons to treat individuals differently depending on where they sit in the income distribution. It is important, I think, for us to pay careful attention to this fact–indeed, for us to pay more careful attention to it than is reflected in existing regulations.

Still, perhaps some readers will find my conclusions unsurprising. Maybe it is obvious that employees’ entitlements should diminish as they climb the income distribution. Based on recent discussions of related issues in the media, I doubt that this is obvious. But even granting that claim for the sake of argument, my investigation remains important since it is vital that we have a clear-eyed account of when and why employment-related
rights should display this character. To this end, one contribution of this article is to explore the moral difference an employee’s wages make to the work conditions that we can expect her to accept, including why there are limits to the role that cash can play here.

This article is structured as follows. In Section 2, I defend the evaporation thesis, according to which workers’ claims to particular employment-related protections should disappear as their earnings increase. In Section 3, I explore the foundations of this view by examining different roles that cash can play in employees’ lives. In Section 4, I consider and respond to an objection to the evaporation thesis that purports to establish that all workers are entitled to a wide range of employment-related protections, irrespective of their income. In Section 5, I conclude by discussing an implication of my arguments.

2. The Evaporation Thesis

The European Union’s Working Time Directive provides all employees with at least four weeks of paid annual leave and, with some industry-specific exceptions, it ensures that no individual can be made to work more than 48 hours per week on average. In the United States, Fair Workweek laws require large firms to provide each member of their staff with two weeks of notice in advance of any change to her work schedule. And in Germany, co-determination laws allow all workers to elect representatives to sit on the supervisory boards of their employer, at least so long as the firm has more than 500 staff on its books. In each of these cases, the regulations that grant employment-related rights operate uniformly – that is, they grant such rights to all workers, without regard for the level of income that they earn. In fact, this kind of uniformity is common not only to these three examples, but to the overwhelming majority of labour market regulations.

One justification for this approach appeals to the idea that we should design legislation in ways that supply all workers with robust protections against their employers, who tend to enjoy much more bargaining power. On this view, part of the purpose of labour market regulation is to level the playing field, correcting for the unequal market power that puts employees at an unfair disadvantage in relation to their employers. This unfairness might be problematic because it is likely to result in contracts that do not appropriately serve workers’ interests and/or because it means the workers become subordinates rather than equal partners to the contract.

However, one weakness with this argument is that it homogenizes the very different circumstances in which employees find themselves, relative to both their own employer and employers in general. This makes for a misleading picture, since the reality is that the opportunities available to employees vary enormously. More precisely, many highly skilled employees command considerable market power, on which they draw to negotiate lucrative salaries and other significant benefits from their employers. Accordingly, improving these individuals’ prospects risks exacerbating, rather than ameliorating, problematic social and economic inequalities.

For egalitarians like myself, these results matter because they imply that we may treat these highly advantaged individuals in ways that would wrong them if they were less advantaged. In particular, I believe that we may squeeze them to deliver social benefits in ways that would otherwise be impermissible. As an example, let us consider laws that cap the number of hours that individuals can be required to work. Almost always, these laws reduce economic output and tax revenue, meaning that governments have fewer
resources at their disposal. In the case of disadvantaged workers, this is normally a price well worth paying. But it is far from obvious that we should draw the same conclusion with respect to Wall Street’s investment bankers. Rather than improve their circumstances further, it may be better from an egalitarian perspective for these individuals not to reduce their work hours, thus maintaining economic output and tax revenue that we can use to improve the lives of our society’s least advantaged members. Here, it is significant that improvements in working conditions (including free time) are not easily taxable, and so the associated benefits tend to accrue mainly to the worker and those close to them, such as their families. This is not true for improvements in wages, whose benefits can more straightforwardly be shared with the least advantaged via redistributive taxation.

No doubt, when assessing contemporary labour markets, it is appropriate to worry about the fact that many employees work long hours, enjoy few opportunities for creative expression, are subject to workplace domination, and so on. However, this is only half of the story: what is centrally important is that many of those who endure these conditions are denied a fair wage in return for the burdens that they bear. The distinctive claim that I advancing is that, when this is unjust, the injustice derives in part from the fact that the victim is denied fair remuneration for this fate.

The appeal of this analysis rests on the attractive idea that those who earn high wages lack some complaints that they would possess if they earned less. Putting this point more provocatively, my suggestion is that, by paying higher wages, firms can effectively purchase the right to treat their staff in some ways that would be wrong if not for those wages. We can state this view as follows:

**The Evaporation Thesis:** Individuals’ claims to particular employment-related protections from their government disappear as their earnings increase.

The name of this thesis is apt since it holds that particular legal entitlements should evaporate as employees climb the income distribution in much the same way that liquids do at higher temperatures. If correct, this thesis implies that governments should grant low-earners a more extensive set of employment-related rights than those higher up the income distribution. Of course, these rights specify only the minimum legal entitlements of workers, and firms should remain free to improve work conditions beyond this as they see fit.

In Section 4, I will clarify the evaporation thesis by saying something more about which claims disappear as employees’ earnings increase. But before getting to that point, let us start by investigating the appeal of this position.

To illustrate the plausibility of this thesis, let us consider the fate of Giannis, whose employer makes exceptional demands on him: he is expected to work in excess of 50 hours each week, he is fined if he ever turns up late, and he enjoys few guarantees that this source of income will persist in the medium-to-long run. Additionally, his employer exercises considerable control over how he may act both during his work hours and outside of these times. For example, his boss vets his social media accounts, regularly tests that he is clean of drugs, monitors his diet, and can penalize him if there are any irregularities on these fronts. But contrary to what you might expect based on the description so far, Giannis is lucky in terms of his employment. Indeed, his position is one to which millions of individuals all over the world aspire. This is because the person to whom I am referring is Giannis Antetokounmpo, who plays in the National Basketball Association (NBA) and whose career earnings are expected comfortably to exceed $300 million.
There is a clear sense in which many elite sport stars, including Antetokounmpo, are subject to extreme domination by their employers, not only during official work hours, but outside of these too. After all, Antetokounmpo’s employer enjoys unreciprocated legal control over the content, intensity, and duration of his labour process, and so his employment contract straightforwardly violates what Nicholas Vrousalis calls the Non-Servitude Proviso. However, I find it hard to accept the implication that this makes Antetokounmpo a victim of wrongful domination at work. Rather, it is powerfully intuitive that, when we assess whether or not these individuals have valid complaints based on the value of their employment opportunities, their huge earnings make a crucial moral difference to these matters. This fact provides some intuitive evidence in favour of the evaporation thesis.

I suspect that some readers will be tempted to dismiss my discussion of Antetokounmpo as anomalous. But his case vividly illustrates a point that applies generally to a large proportion of middle- and high-earners. Like Antetokounmpo, these individuals tend to live in enviable material comfort, and, although their work lives may be unpleasant in a number of respects, their generous pay makes a large difference to the force of the complaints that they might voice. While it is true that these individuals are ordered around by their superiors, this is the price that they pay in order to own their homes, eat out at restaurants, and go on holidays. Their work lives may not be perfect, but these individuals are comparatively fortunate in terms of the value of the employment opportunities that they enjoy, and that makes an important moral difference.

Critics might push back against this analysis in at least two ways. First, whereas I have suggested that it is the wages that justify our relaxed attitude towards Antetokounmpo’s onerous work conditions, might it not be the fact that the demands to which he is subject advance his interests, in this case, by assisting him in the pursuit of sporting excellence? If this were the case, then we would not be entitled to draw similar conclusions with respect to other high-earners, except insofar as their work lives are governed in ways that enable them to pursue similarly valuable goals. In turn, this would cast doubt on any defence of the evaporation thesis that draws on cases such as Antetokounmpo’s.

In response, I acknowledge that it might lessen a worker’s complaints against onerous work conditions if those are conducive to her pursuit of valuable goals, such as sporting excellence. But it is hard to believe that this consideration makes all of the relevant moral difference. To see this, let us contrast Antetokounmpo’s case with someone whose work conditions and earnings are identical, except that she specializes in a truly worthless activity, such as counting blades of grass. While it is true that the demands to which the grass-counter are subject do not advance her interests in any serious way, this fact alone is far from sufficient to ground any serious complaint, given her life-time earnings of more than $300 million. This suggests that it is Antetokounmpo’s pay, and not his pursuit of sporting excellence, that vitiates the complaints against his onerous work conditions that he would otherwise possess.

A second challenge to my analysis comes from those who deny that Antetokounmpo is subject to extreme domination by his employer. In particular, and contrary to the demands of Vrousalis’s Non-Servitude Proviso, we might deny that Antetokounmpo is a victim of domination by pointing to the obvious fact that he can readily exit his relationship with his employer whenever he sees fit. He can do this by retiring from professional sport and living off his accumulated wealth without ever having to work again. It is true
that Antetokounmpo would be poorer than if he continued to play basketball, but this is simply a reasonable price to pay for exercising his exit option.

Let us suppose that this diagnosis of Antetokounmpo’s predicament is correct such that, strictly speaking, it is a mistake to contend that he is subject to workplace domination, given the availability of reasonable exit options. What follows from this? I believe that we should say something similar about many other middle- and high-earners: their apparent domination turns out to be chimeric as well. The most affluent, like Antetokounmpo, could retire immediately and live off their savings in historically unprecedented material comfort. No doubt, this would require a considerable degree of sacrifice, say, because a worker may have to sell her home or go on fewer holidays. But as already noted, this is simply a reasonable price to pay to exercise her exit option.

For other middle- and high-earners, retirement may be unaffordable such that they have no reasonable alternative but to submit to the authority of one employer or another. But while this is true, it obscures the fact that many of these individuals could choose to work in less hierarchical workplaces if they wished, albeit perhaps for lower wages. Of course, these opportunities may be few and far between in most existing labour markets. But significantly, this would not be so in a more just society that assigns low-earners an extensive range of employment-related protections, as recommended by the evaporation thesis. Consequently, even if Antetokounmpo’s exit options protect him against extreme domination by his employer, this merely lends further support for my thesis.

Before moving on, it is crucial to emphasize that my claim is not that the labour market would be free of injustice if each of us enjoyed the opportunity to make our living as Antetokounmpo does. That is false. Among other things, it is imperative that individuals are free to pick their occupation from a sufficiently varied menu of options – something arguably denied to Antetokounmpo who grew up in poverty and who probably would have enjoyed few employment opportunities if not for his sporting prowess. My point is only that, when we think about the quality of the employment opportunities available to individuals, we must be appropriately sensitive to the considerable role that wages play. This point is simple, but too often neglected.

3. The Transformative Potential of Cash

At a deeper level, the evaporation thesis draws support from the transformative potential of cash. To appreciate what this means, it is useful to distinguish three ways in which higher wages can make a difference to an individual’s circumstances. First, and most obviously, one function of wages is to compensate employees for various burdensome aspects of their employment. Cash can compensate for the domination an employee endures, as well as for her loss of free time, for having to carry out tasks that she would otherwise wish to avoid, and so on. Most of us do not like to spend our time taking orders from others, though we would welcome this if we were paid handsomely. When wages play this role, they do not make the work less onerous; instead, they merely eliminate the complaints that an employee might otherwise possess.

Admittedly, cash is often an imperfect substitute for the burdens of employment, such as less free time or workplace domination. But so long as individuals enjoy freedom of occupational choice and a measure of bargaining power, there is a meaningful sense in which they accept these burdens in return for the wages that they receive. After all, many
bankers who work night and day have the option to do otherwise, by retiring or working in less demanding professions if they wished. Of course, that is not true for society’s least advantaged members, who may lack reasonable alternatives, but the evaporation thesis recommends more extensive employment-related protections for these individuals.

It is vital to emphasize that my claim is not that higher wages enable employers merely to buy their way out of having to improve their treatment of their staff. This characterization is inaccurate since it overlooks the fact that offering generous wages is one way in which employers can treat their employees well. All else equal, firms that pay their workers a pittance treat their staff differently from firms that pay their workers generously. This is because the nature and value of relations between individuals, including between employers and employees, are a function of distribution of resources between them.16

A second function of cash is to enhance an individual’s capacity to find employment on terms that suit her interests.17 The most obvious way in which higher wages do this is by increasing an individual’s bargaining power, meaning that she can more credibly threaten to resign unless her employer reforms her terms of employment in ways that she values. Even if critics are right to worry that this threat is normally too much of a nuclear option, which is seldom credible, these additional resources remain valuable in more extreme cases by enabling workers to build up a strike fund on which they can rely if necessary.18

Furthermore, employees who earn higher wages are generally able to accumulate greater savings, which enhance their opportunities to change careers and/or set up their own businesses. In this way, cash can subsidize more enjoyable forms of employment that might otherwise be financially unviable, as well as more risky forms of self-employment.19

Writing about the fate of low-earning airport staff, Paula Casal nicely illustrates the significance and appeal of these points as follows:

Perhaps if one of the cleaners was not underpaid and overworked, she would have completed her stained-glass evening course, set up a workshop in her garden shed and gradually made a living from this vocation; and a luggage handler might have turned his passion for dancing into a profitable occupation.20

Third, cash can improve an employee’s circumstances by lifting her social status, such that she is more likely to enjoy favourable responses from others, including displays of respect, kindness, and assistance. No doubt, an individual’s social status is a function of a great many variables, including her gender, ethnicity, sexuality, and so on. However, among the most significant of these is her income, with higher earnings tending to increase social status, at least when the information is revealed to others (including by the way she dresses, etc.). With this in mind, I suspect that, if cleaners were paid much more generously, then their social status might change accordingly. Or at the very least, and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, we should remain open-minded about this possibility.21

There are two things going on here. On the one hand, generous wages can shape the character of the work itself. If cleaning were to become more lucrative and, consequently, the competition for this kind of employment were to intensify, then we might expect the social status of cleaning as an occupation to change as a result. In this regard, the high social status of some professions is parasitic on their high wages. That is why wages and social status so often go together. On the other hand, as an individual’s earnings increase, she has more resources at her disposal to spend in ways that can drive up her social status. If cleaners were paid much more generously, such that they could more readily afford to
purchase designer clothes and drive sports cars, then the social status of these individuals would rise, even if the social status of their occupation did not.

Part of the problem is that, in labour markets in which the wage disparities between workers are very large, those at the bottom of the distribution are more likely to be regarded by others as comparative failures. This is true of the United States, for example, where the pre-tax income of the bottom 50% of earners is about $17,000, which compares to a national average of more than $66,000. We have weighty reasons to change social norms to prevent the emergence of such attitudes if we can. However, for reasons of human psychology – and, in particular, the fact that individuals tend to be highly concerned with how their earnings compare with those of others – these attitudes are likely to be a stubborn, and perhaps permanent, feature of any highly unequal society. With that in mind, a concern for social status supplies us with special reasons to prefer more egalitarian labour markets in which the dispersion of wages is not so great. We might achieve this by increasing the wages of the lowest-earners, by reducing wages of the highest-earners, or through some combination of both.

These remarks also suggest a response to those who worry about the formative effects of an individual’s employment on her psychological capacities. One version of this view emphasizes that some forms of work might hinder or erode particular faculties that we have reason to promote and to protect, including a worker’s capacities for a sense of justice and for autonomy. No doubt, these factors illuminate the injustice suffered by some of those workers who spend most of their lives performing mind-numbing tasks on the assembly line. However, it is far from obvious that the same concerns arise in the case of high-earning individuals with high social status whose work is similarly rote. Of course, this is little more than empirical speculation, but it is significant that much of the sociological and psychological research on the formative effects of work focuses on low-earning employees in highly inegalitarian labour markets.

To recap, my aim in this section has been to defend the evaporation thesis, according to which workers’ claims to employment-related protections from their government disappear as their earnings increase. I have supported this view by noting three ways in which higher wages can transform a worker’s circumstances: by compensating for various burdensome aspects of her employment; by enhancing her capacity to find employment on terms that suit her interests; and by improving her social status. Together, these points reveal why it is a mistake to regard higher wages as a mere consolation prize that we might offer as compensation to those whose work is unattractive in other respects. This is because, in addition to the compensation that they provide, higher wages can play the two further roles that I have described. It is with these mechanisms in mind that the evaporation thesis has greater appeal than it may initially appear.

4. The Inalienability Objection

The evaporation thesis holds that individuals’ claims to employment-related protections should disappear as their earnings increase. But to precisely which legal entitlements does the thesis apply? So far, I have said only that there is a presumption in favour of it applying to all such claims, but that this presumption is a defeasible one. It is therefore sensible to ask, how are we to determine which legal entitlements survive evaporation, such that we should extend them to all workers, irrespective of pay? Any plausible answer to this
question must be pluralist, in the sense that it recognizes multiple bases on which to defend the conclusion that all workers should enjoy a given employment-related right. Because of this, there is no single, simple test that we can use to distinguish those employee protections that fall within the remit of the evaporation thesis from those that do not. In turn, therefore, it is impossible to say much in general terms about the implications of my arguments for labour-market policymaking. This conclusion may be frustrating, but I believe that it merely reflects the complexity of the moral terrain with which we are dealing.

Some arguments in favour of uniformity are broadly consequentialist in nature. They seek to justify some comparatively generous employment-related protection for middle- and high-earners (in addition to low-earners) on the grounds that doing so is socially beneficial, say, because it maximally enhances the value of the opportunities enjoyed by society’s least advantaged members via the incentives that this creates for individuals to use their talents productively. This line of reasoning offers one way in which to make the case for extending a given legal entitlement to all workers, and thus to restrict the scope of the evaporation thesis.

However, in this section, I restrict my attention to a rather different kind of argument in favour of the uniform protection of a given class of legal entitlements, which takes the form of a non-consequentialist objection to the evaporation thesis. This objection applies most forcefully to a subset of such rights, namely those whose purpose is to protect staff against workplace domination. As I will explain, though, we might broaden its application to other employment-related protections in a way that renders it more threatening.

One way in which to defend the uniform design and application of labour market regulations is by showing that the relevant legal entitlements are ones that employees may not relinquish in return for more generous pay. This is to say that these rights should not be for sale. This might be either because the rights are fully inalienable, meaning that individuals should not be permitted to transfer or give up these rights at all, or because they are labour market inalienable, meaning that individuals should not be permitted to transfer or give up these rights within employment contracts in particular, including for greater pay. The inalienability of a right may be required for a variety of reasons. One attractive strategy is to appeal to the idea that relinquishing it might facilitate relations between individuals that betray the demands of social equality.

On this view, the inalienability of certain legal entitlements protects individuals against putting or finding themselves or others in circumstances in which they are subject to servitude and subordination.

As an example, let us consider the law of coverture, which states that a wife is the property of her husband, such that, on marriage, she loses her independent legal status along with any rights against her husband (including rights against violence and abuse). Many of those who enter marriage under this condition do so involuntarily. Some women are directly threatened or coerced; some enter only because the alternatives are unacceptable; and some are too young to understand the choices that they are making. But this is not all that is wrong with the law of coverture. It would remain a serious injustice to strip a woman of her independent legal status on entering marriage even if she were to do this fully voluntarily – that is, even if she were not threatened or coerced, she enjoyed valuable alternatives, and she fully understood the choices that she were making. The reason for this is that all individuals possess an inalienable right against being treated as if they are the property of someone else. It is this moral fact that explains what is intrinsically odious about the law of coverture.

Elizabeth Anderson suggests that we can fruitfully apply this line of reasoning to some aspects of contemporary labour markets, and thus we can reach similar conclusions about the fate of those employees who are subject to high levels of workplace domination at the hands of their employers. Writing in a way that highlights the parallels with the law of coverture, she notes that ‘When workers sell their labor to an employer, they have to hand themselves over to their boss, who then gets to order them around. The labor contract, instead of leaving the seller as free as before, puts the seller under the authority of their boss’.  

Deepening this, she adds:

workers, in effect, cede all of their rights to their employers, except those specifically guaranteed to them by law, for the duration of the employment relationship. Employers’ authority over workers, outside of collective bargaining and a few other contexts […], is sweeping, arbitrary, and unaccountable – not subject to notice, process, or appeal.  

On this view, just as we should condemn coverture because of the morally odious relations of domination between individuals that it embodies and enables, so too we should condemn workplace domination for the very same reasons. This suggests that workplace domination should not be for sale, and therefore that individuals’ protections against workplace domination should not diminish as they climb the income distribution (just as women’s rights against being the property of their husbands should not diminish if they were paid generously). Instead, these considerations seem to count in favour of protecting all workers against workplace domination, irrespective of their income. This is the inalienability objection to the evaporation thesis.

Those sympathetic to this objection might look to extend its scope to condemn a wider range of practices than only workplace domination. For example, we might invoke similar reasons to support the conclusion that a certain portion of individuals’ free time should not be for sale. If correct, this might justify legally prohibiting employment contracts that require, or even permit, staff to work for 50 or more hours each week. In this vein, when remarking on the fate of those who are subject to workplace domination, Anderson adds, ‘at least they could try to limit the length of the working day so that they would have some hours during which they could choose for themselves, rather than follow someone else’s orders’.  

The prospects of this strategy of extension are unclear. This is because, even if there is a case for reducing work hours to limit employees’ exposure to workplace domination, this solution is far from an ideal one. After all, it is akin to reforming the law of coverture so that it applies only some of the time! What is more, while shorter work hours are certainly an improvement for many employees subject to workplace domination, presumably it is sometimes preferable to improve wages instead. For these reasons, although I do not rule out extending the scope of the inalienability objection in this way, it is best to remain focused on the case of workplace domination where the objection is at its strongest.

It seems to me that the inalienability objection supplies us with decisive reasons in favour of the uniform protection of a certain class of protections against workplace domination. And thus, we should recognize that some employment-related legal claims extend even to high earners. This result stems from the fact that some employment contracts are affronts to social equality in virtue of their overt content alone. Advocates of the inalienability objection are thus correct to maintain that, when this is the case, the appropriate response may be to forbid those contracts since generous wages cannot fully vitiate the
victim’s complaint. Most obviously, this includes contracts that allow employers to abuse or to harass their staff. Contracts of this kind remain objectionable even if firms offer their employees a hefty wage premium in return.\textsuperscript{33} The same may go for contracts that allow employers to humiliate their staff, say, by denying them bathroom breaks.\textsuperscript{34} It is with cases such as these in mind that the inalienability objection is at its most forceful.

Importantly, though, these cases have two distinguishing features that mark them out as atypically extreme. First, they involve a particular kind of workplace domination. It is not merely that employers routinely and unreciprocally interfere in their employees’ lives. Rather, this interference affects some of our most important and fundamental interests, including those relating to sexual autonomy and to our status as social equals, for example.

Second, these employment contracts take on a special kind of significance given the historical and social context in which they take place. In particular, there is something especially problematic about employment contracts that contractually permit male employers to harass their female staff, given that this reinforces a long history in which women’s interests have been subordinated to those of men, often through control over women’s bodies. Arguably, although admittedly more controversially, we might say something similar about employment contracts that require women employees to dress in objectifying ways.\textsuperscript{35} Defending the relevance of historical and social context, Debra Satz asks us to consider the analogous case of paid military service, which ‘involves significant invasions into the body of the seller [as] soldiers’ bodies are controlled to a large extent by their commanding officers under conditions in which the stakes are often life and death’. The crucial difference between this case and the ones we are considering, Satz plausibly insists, is that ‘military service does not directly serve to perpetuate gender inequalities’.\textsuperscript{36}

Since the cases that lend support to the inalienability objection are extreme ones, it is an open question whether we should draw the same conclusion with respect to more commonplace forms of workplace domination. This includes plenty of domination that we find in contemporary labour markets, such as when firms determine their staff’s hours at short notice or govern their social media activity. Domination of this kind may remain morally troubling but, to me at least, it does not seem to reach the point at which it is necessary to forbid those contracts, rather than to insist that those who endure it are offered fair remuneration for the burdens that they bear.\textsuperscript{37} This response trades on the intuitively compelling claim that the fate of high-earners who are subject to sexual harassment at work is very different from the fate of high-earners who might be called on to work shifts at short notice or who have social media clauses in their contracts.

To elaborate on this analysis, let us zero in on one aspect of the inalienability objection that warrants special attention. In focusing on workplace domination, proponents of this objection need not deny that wages matter as well. This is because a concern for the former is consistent with a distinct concern for the latter. However, proponents of the inalienability objection go beyond this. It is not only that issues of domination and of wages raise distinct concerns, it is that the two factors are distinct in a special way, such that the validity of an individual’s complaint based on the domination that she suffers is independent of how much she earns. On this view, low-earners who endure workplace domination suffer two distinct injustices, one of which relates to the domination that they endure and the other relates to their low wages.

To make sense of this result, we must suppose that questions of domination and of wages belong to different moral arenas – for example, whereas one concerns the legitimacy of
workplace authority, the other concerns distributive justice – and that what we say about one moral arena has little or no bearing on what we should say about the other.\(^{38}\) In other words, we might say that our analysis of domination and of wages should be atomistic rather than holistic.\(^{39}\)

In some cases, such as those that involve employment contracts that allow employers to abuse or to harass their staff, this kind of atomism is appealing. This is because, in these cases, the victim’s wages make no difference to the validity of her complaint, and so there is a compelling justification for extending legal entitlements against this treatment to even the highest-earners. However, I believe that it is less plausible – indeed, distinctly implausible – to insist on atomism in much less extreme cases, where wages are much more obviously relevant to whether an individual possesses a valid complaint based on her employment prospects. On this view, many low-earners who are subject to workplace domination suffer only one injustice (not two), which consists in the fact that these employees fail to receive the offer of a fair wage for the employment-related burdens that they bear. The evaporation thesis enables us to make sense of this fact.

Some supporters of the inalienability objection might respond by contending that their concern is only with extreme forms of workplace domination, rather than with all forms of workplace domination, or with the more garden-variety forms that are most common in contemporary labour markets. If this is the case, then the complaint is not about any essential features of employment as such. Rather, it is about something much narrower in scope, namely some property of particular kinds of employment relations. Though it is a little difficult to decipher, this seems to be the view held by Anderson who calls ‘not for abolishing but for taming workplace hierarchy’, using a bill of inalienable worker rights.\(^{40}\) If so, then the distance between the various views that we are considering is not so great after all: there is agreement both that we should use legislation to stamp out employment contracts that embody and enable extreme forms of workplace domination, such as those that permit sexual harassment, even in return for more generous pay, but also that we might allow moderate forms of workplace domination to persist so long as staff receive the offer of fair remuneration.

None the less, I believe that the evaporation thesis remains distinctive and illuminating. This is because it straightforwardly holds that, when an employee is subject to more moderate forms of workplace domination, it is imperative that she is offered appropriate financial reward for the burdens that she suffers. By contrast, it is less clear how to reach this conclusion if one is committed to treating questions of domination and of wages as belonging to separate moral arenas, such that what we say about one realm has little or no bearing on what we should say about the other.

5. Conclusion

In this final section, I conclude by reflecting on one implication of my analysis. To start, let us consider the fact that there are some forms of work that (i) are enormously socially beneficial, but (ii) they unavoidably involve bearing considerable burdens. Examples may include maintaining sewers and cleaning the streets. Influenced by the work of Karl Marx, one response to the existence of such work is to maintain that everyone (who is able to do so) should share in this burden.\(^{41}\) Clarifying this view, Jan Kandiyali writes:

This would not be a society where people hunt in the morning, fish in the afternoon and criticize after dinner, but one in which people spend some time away from their specialization doing something that has to be done, but that no one wants to do (at least exclusively). With regards to these forms of drudgery, abolishing specialization may indeed be an appropriate response.\textsuperscript{42}

This passage trades on the intuition that it is unfair, perhaps even cruel, to arrange our society in such a way that effectively condemns some individuals to a life of drudgery. However, my suspicion is that, to the extent that this recommendation resonates with us, it does so because we are comparing it with the status quo, in which most of those who spend their lives maintaining sewers must do this to scrape together enough funds to put food on their table. But this phrasing suggests an alternative response, in line with the evaporation thesis: rather than demand that everyone share in this work, we might ensure that those who carry it out receive the offer of fair remuneration for the burdens that they bear. The crucial thought is, when the overt content of the work involves drudgery, why not improve the overall bundle of benefits and burdens by offering to pay individuals more generously? Of course, even if we do this, we might still worry about whether those workers enjoy any meaningful freedom of occupational choice; and if not, addressing this complaint may require further interventions. But still, the offer of greater wages may vitiate one serious complaint that those workers would otherwise possess.\textsuperscript{43}

To bolster the appeal of this move, it is worth reiterating a lesson from Section 3, namely that it is a mistake to regard higher wages as a mere consolation prize. Instead, cash has considerable transformative potential: not only can it compensate a worker for various burdensome aspects of her employment, it can enhance her capacity to find employment on terms that suit her interests, as well as improve her social status. These points provide a provisional case for rejecting labour-sharing proposals in favour of simply ensuring that the workers performing these tasks are offered fair wages for the burdens that they bear. Of course, there is much more to say here about the pros and cons of these competing proposals. My point is only that the evaporation thesis has the potential to shed new light on this terrain.

Throughout this article, I have been keen to emphasize that, when we study the value of individuals’ employment prospects, we must keep a keen eye on the associated pay. More specifically, I have sought to defend the evaporation thesis, according to which workers’ claims to employment-related protections from their government disappear as their earnings increase. This thesis is justifiable in the light of the considerable difference that higher wages can make to a worker’s life. And most importantly, it takes seriously the fact that, in many cases, the appropriate response to work that is especially burdensome is neither to forbid it nor to share it out, but to ensure that those who carry it out are offered fair remuneration for the burdens that they bear.\textsuperscript{44}

\textit{Tom Parr, Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain; The University of Warwick, Coventry, UK. t.parr@warwick.ac.uk}
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